ABOUT IN THE MOMENT PROGRAMS

All In The Moment programs, conferences and workshops are free of charge.

To register or for more information about any of these programs, or to be added to the mailing list, contact the Long Island Museum’s education department at (631) 751-0066 x212 or email educators@longislandmuseum.org.

Underwritten by a generous grant from The Knapp/Swezey Foundation, Inc. and sponsored by Burner Law Group, P. C.
IN THE MOMENT

GROUP PROGRAMS

IN THE MOMENT: GALLERY EXPERIENCE
This program offers interactive exhibit experiences at the Long Island Museum, a safe and welcoming environment in Stony Brook, New York. They are offered in our Carriage, History and Art Museums. Museum educators lead programs, which are designed to spark imagination and encourage lively discussion.

IN THE MOMENT: ART MAKING
This program offers participants opportunities for connection with others through art. The program is offered in our Studio where participants use authentic art materials to explore various techniques and media. Art teachers and museum educators lead the program, with an emphasis on process and creative expression.

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS

ANNUAL ARTS & ALZHEIMER’S CONFERENCE
Please join us to discover the vast and enriching opportunities available for individuals living with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of memory loss. This conference features highly recognized speakers in the field who discuss the social opportunities and engaging collaborative arts programs available on Long Island. This event is intended for healthcare facilities, professional caregivers, family care partners as well as art, history and cultural organizations that are looking to find meaningful ways to connect with this community through the arts.

DEMENTIA CAREGIVER’S WORKSHOP
In collaboration with BRC Dementia Care Consulting, LIM offers a four-session workshop for those caring for family members or friends with Alzheimer’s disease or related dementia, and provides strategies and practical skills training needed to create a more positive caregiving experience. Key topics addressed include understanding Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, techniques for communicating with the person you are caring for, and art-related resources to benefit both those with dementia and caregivers.

AFTERNOON@LIM & OTHER SPECIAL PROGRAMS
LIM offers various programs for those living with memory loss and their family care partners to share time together engaging in art and conversation. Afternoon@LIM includes an interactive tour of one of our exhibits, the opportunity to create art inspired by the gallery visit, and finishes with lunch and conversation.

LIM is proud to collaborate with other artists, institutions and professionals to offer a variety of engaging programs throughout the year, from musical theater to mindfulness.